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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you for joining us today for our discussion about the intersection between health and wealth. And if you’re like most people, you GENERALLY talk to your doctor about your health and talk to your financial professional about your wealth. When you are younger, as long as your in good health and have good health insurance, there’s usually less of a need to bridge the gap between the two. But as you approach and enter retirement, the potential ramifications of keeping the two apart grow.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The roles of doctors and advisors are quite similar, perhaps even parallel. They both help diagnose things that are wrong (illnesses or conditions for a doctor – financial pain points (like too much debt, not enough savings) for an advisor). They both create and adapt plans to keep you on track. And at the end of the day, both are there to help you manage and protect something important to you: your health in the case of the doctor and your money in the case of an advisor.The two often don’t intersect…
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…until your health starts impacting your money – and potentially the legacy you want to leave behind.The global pandemic has shown us just how big of an impact health issues can have on markets, economies and global wealth. On a more personal scale, there are two more key ways these parallel paths intersect: First, through medical expenses. Roughly 80% of Americans over 55 suffer from at least one chronic illness and around half of them consider a costly health issue as their top financial retirement worry.Second, indirectly through cognitive decline. The ability to make sound financial decisions is one of the first skills to decline with aging and the probability of cognitive impairment increases with age. One study found that people in their 70s had a 16% probability of cognitive impairment which may interfere with financial decision-making. This figure increases to almost 30% for people in their 80s and almost 40% for people in their 90s.Sources: Merrill Lynch/Bank of America, “Finances in Retirement: New Challenges, New Solutions”, 2017; Annals of Internal Medicine, “Prevalence of Cognitive Impairment without Dementia in the United States.” 2008.
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The first step to preparing for intersections between your health and your money is to make sure you have three key documents in order:a power of attorney document (ideally a general durable power of attorney), which would allow a trusted family member or friend to act on your behalf, including in the event of incapacityan advanced directive, which indicates your medical preferences to doctors in case you cannot speak for yourself. An advanced directive is often combined with a medical power of attorney, which allows a trusted family member or friend to make medical decisions on your behalf (often advanced directives and medical power of attorneys are wrapped into a single document)a will, which articulates your wishes for your heirsIf you do not have all of these documents, you should speak to a lawyer about creating them.
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The documents (and the key discussions which underly them) will help guide you and your family through key life transitions including:transitioning financial decision-making to a trusted family member or frienddeciding where to live and potentially transitioning to a new place to livetransitioning health care decision-making
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The reality is that how each of us will age is not linear and it’s not predictable. Everyone ages differently and age 60 or 70 or 80 or even 90 look different for different people. Additionally, events like heart attacks, strokes or falls, can force a change from Plan A to Plan B.But identifying a team of experts (including a financial professional, attorney, accountant and others) and walking through your plans and wishes ahead of time can help you stay as true to course as possible.
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Let’s talk first about transitioning financial decision-making.We’ll start with a couple of case studies. You may recognize traits of the people being discussed in yourselves, friends or loved ones.
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•Very diligent & stickler for details
•Appears confused during 
review meeting

Howard Jones
(age 74)
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Howard is typically very diligent and a stickler for details associated with his investments and their projected income. His wife and financial professional noticed that he appeared confused during his most recent annual review meeting. 
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•Sons inquiring about losses
•Account down $500k in 1 year 
•Cannot account for some trades 
•Does not remember several checks 
written to organizations

Steve Gordon
(age 81)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Then there’s Steve Gordon. Steve’s two adult sons are asking his financial professional about apparent losses in their father’s account. The account value has dropped $500,000 in less than a year. Their father cannot account for some of the trades and does not remember several checks written to organizations including an out-of-state religious organization.Howard and Steve are not uncommon occurrences – and both illustrate circumstances where it might make sense to have someone help with financial decision-making.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are some questions to get you started:First, who determines when help is needed? You? Your family? Your financial professional? Cognitive tests? Now remember, “help” can mean anything from someone double checking your finances to ensure everything’s in order to taking the burden completely off of your shoulders. There’s no one size fits all to “help.”Second, even before you need “help,” start thinking about who you would tap for the job. You’ll want someone you trust with your money and who will keep your best interests at heart.Third, it’s best to prepare for someone to help before help is truly needed. You can start to organize your finances in such a way that makes it easy for someone else to step in if needed. The transition may be gradual due to natural aging or forgetfulness or it may have to be sudden due to an accident or other event.
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Presentation Notes
So how should you prepare? What can you do to empower your helper to help you?Start by making a list of all your financial assetsCreate instructions for how to access your different accounts – remember, the instructions may be different for someone accessing the accounts through a POAEnsure that trusted family or friends know the location of your important documentsCreate instructions for how you want your investments to be managedBlackRock has created some worksheets to help you better organize your finances.
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Next we want to talk about the importance of where you want to live.We’ll start again with a couple case studies.
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•Recently retired with husband
•Suffered a debilitating stroke 
•Requires full-time care
•No long-term care insurance

Felicia Weinstein
(age 62)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Meet Felicia. Tony and Felicia Weinstein had been enjoying their simplified retirement life. Felicia recently suffered a debilitating stroke and now requires full time care, which is very expensive where they live. They do not have long-term care insurance. She is only 62.
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The Reeds
(late 70s)
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Then there are the Reeds, a couple in their late 70s who have been enjoying an active retirement of travel and recreation. They have spent more than originally planned and their investment income is also less than they had hoped. They own their home outright but aren’t sure if they can afford the maintenance and the in-home assistance they expect to need in the future. Like before, these are not uncommon cases. I’m sure you can all think of at least one couple who sounds like the Reeds. While you might not know whether you have a Felicia on your hands until it’s too late, her case underscores the importance of planning for both Plan A and Plan B. 
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Presentation Notes
Planning for where to live has a lot of “what ifs” and “whens,” but the more you can think through up front, the smoother any transitions will be when the time comes.Start with the initial questions:Where do you prefer to live?What makes it ideal?What has your family’s response been? What conversations need to happen to make this happen? Talking through these questions will spawn additional ones. For example, if the answer to “where do you prefer to live?” is “at home”, then you’ll need to also consider:How far is your house from shopping, doctor’s offices and family?Is there public transportation available?Will you need to make any modifications to your house in the future?Who will help to take care of house maintenance as you get older?Are there caregivers in the area you would be comfortable with?If the answer is “at an assisted living facility”, you’ll need to consider:Do I want to choose an assisted living near me? Or closer to family/friends?What services to they provide? And what do I need?Do I know anyone else who has lived at the facilities I’m looking at?How will I pay for it?Would LTC insurance help cover all or part of the costs? If you already have or are considering getting LTC insurance, it’s important to know exactly what services and types of facilities your long-term care insurance policy covers. Personal care homes, for example, are often not covered, according to the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC). Always talk to your insurance provider about coverage before choosing care communities or services.You should also understand that where to live is a decision that might have several steps over the course of your life. Maybe your plan is to modify your house to suit your changing needs and bring in caregivers if needed. Maybe your plan is to stay in your house until you can no longer drive and then move to assisted living which balances help with independence. The decision may also have to be revised as circumstances change.The more pre-planning you can do with your family on Plan A, Plan B and Plan C ahead of time, the less stressful these transitions will be for everyone involved.And remember – if you’re married, your spouse may not have the same plan in mind as you – start the conversation and talk it through.
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Presentation Notes
Now lets talk about the importance of setting up your healthcare decision-making. We’ll start again with a couple case studies.
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•Goes to hospital with chest pains
•Needs emergency surgery
•Doctor asks wife for medical directives

Stanley Flores
(age 80)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Meet Stanley Flores. Stanley started experiencing chest pains and was admitted to the hospital where doctors declared he needed emergency bypass surgery. A member of the staff asked Stanley’s wife, Harriet about Stanley’s medical directive. Harriet could not remember if they had directives – or where they were if they did have them. Unfortunately this case feels all to real for all of us right now and underscores two things: (1) the importance of having an advanced directive and Medical Power of Attorney and (2) the importance of both spouses knowing where the important documents are kept.
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Presentation Notes
Medical emergencies, and the stress that often accompanies them, can make even simple decisions hard to make. The best way you can insure the right level of treatment is to, ahead of time, Share your wishes with family and doctorsMake an Advanced Directive / Medical POA – without this different hospitals have different protocols for who to go to for decisions (e.g., spouse, oldest child), but the person they go to may not be the person you would choose as your medical proxyIn some cases, it may also make sense to create an EMT-friendly Advanced Directive – this is a form which varies by state which an EMT can easily scan and understand for DNR (do not resuscitate) directionsEnsure your proxy and your primary care doctor have copies of your Advanced Directive / Medical POA 
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Action items
01
Review or
create legal 
documents

02
Ensure
alignment with 
your financial 
plan

03
Keep 
communication 
with family or 
trusted friends 
open
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Presentation Notes
(Read slide.)



Source: Whealthcare Planning.

This material is not intended to be relied upon as a forecast, research or investment advice, and is not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities or to adopt 
any investment strategy. The opinions expressed may change as subsequent conditions vary. The information and opinions contained in this material are derived from proprietary 
and nonproprietary sources deemed by BlackRock to be reliable, are not necessarily all-inclusive and are not guaranteed as to accuracy. Past performance is no guarantee of future 
results. There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass. Reliance upon information in this material is at the sole discretion of the reader.

This material is provided for educational purposes only and does not constitute investment, legal, tax or accounting advice. Please consult with a qualified professional for this type 
of advice.

You are solely responsible for evaluating and acting upon the education and information contained in this material. BlackRock will not be liable for direct or incidental loss resulting 
from applying any of the information obtained from these materials or from any other source mentioned. BlackRock does not render any legal, tax or accounting advice and the 
education and information contained in this material should not be construed as such. Please consult with a qualified professional for these types of advice.

© 2023 BlackRock, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved. BLACKROCK is a trademark of BlackRock, Inc. or its affiliates. All other trademarks are those of their respective owners.
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